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RESOLUTIONS FOR UPCOMING PRECINCT MEETINGS - 

 Pro-Life to State Sovereignty and Open Government 
 

 
R3publicans, working with other Oklahoma Grassroots organizations, has prepared a packet of sample 
resolutions to be presented at the upcoming GOP precinct elections.  (Many precinct meetings have been re-
scheduled due to the recent ice storm; new meeting date is pending). 
 
Nathan Dahm, a spokesperson for R3s, stated the following when asked the purpose of the resolutions: “We 
have used our network of grassroots activists to draft these resolutions to call the Republican Party back to 
its’ roots. These resolutions work to reinstate the ideals of a true Republic by promoting state sovereignty, 
and protecting individual rights -- from keeping our DNA and biometric data safe, to the sanctity of 
protecting those rights from birth with a pro-life resolution.” 
 
Sandra Crosnoe, a co-founder of the group added, “Few people realize the importance of getting involved at 
the local level and it doesn’t get any more local than the precinct meetings.  Our hope is that by sharing and 
discussing these resolutions, people will not only go to their precinct meetings but will also work through the 
legislative process to get some of them actually implemented via legislation and public policy.” 
 
Information on precinct meeting locations and times can be found at the Oklahoma Republican Party website 
( http://okgop.com ). Copies of the recommended resolutions can be found at OKGrassroots (see article here 
http://okgrassroots.com/?p=18301; resolutions are downloadable on scribd link there). 
 

### 
 
 
For more information about this topic or to schedule an interview with Mr. Dahm, please call (918) 615-2335 
or send an email to media@nathandahm.com. 
	  

R3publicans is a grassroots network of activists working together to restore the Republic.  The group is based 
in Oklahoma and networked around the country.  The group’s focus is limited government, Constitutional 
principles and free market ideas.  R3publican’s most recent project on resolutions was done in conjunction 
with multiple organizations and their representatives via Oklahoma Grassroots Network.  
(see  OKgrassroots.com for additional information) 
  

R3 Website: http://www.r3publican.com 
 

R3PUBLICANS ENCOURAGE PARTICIPATION IN PARTY MEETINGS AND SHARE RESOLUTIONS FOR 
CONSIDERATION VIA OKGRASSROOTS 
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